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Introduction
Oceans are fascinating! Even children who don’t live near the
ocean are interested in the many different kinds of animals and
plants found in the sea. Your children will enjoy teaching their family
members the variety of ocean facts discovered during this unit.
The activities contained in this unit encourage both cooperation
and positive classroom interaction. At the same time, they reinforce
and expand the children’s knowledge and skills in all of the important
curriculum areas.
This theme unit begins with an introductory activity, “Swim, Shark,
Swim”, and ends with a ﬁnal activity, “A Day at the Beach”. Each week
contains motivating and fun activities for English, Maths and Art, and
most weeks include Science activities. Model the activities before
having the children work on them. A good model allows the children
to learn more from the activities.
Throughout this unit are a variety of ocean patterns. Enlarge these
to use as display board decorations. Or duplicate them for children to
colour and cut out. Mounted on heavy paper and glued to craft sticks,
the patterns can become simple puppets for children to use to playact
ocean scenarios.
At the end of this book you will ﬁnd a list of suggested resources
about the ocean and ocean animals. Begin each of the activities
by reading one of these books. Store the books in an area in your
classroom where children can look at them whenever they wish.
Before beginning this ocean unit, consider gathering several
seashells to bring to school. Display them at the sand table or on a
shelf. Children will enjoy observing the shells and imagining the types
of animals that inhabited them.
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Oceans: Week One
Beginning Activity

Swim, Shark, Swim
Goal:

• Encourage interaction among children.
Materials:

• Chart paper and pen, or blackboard and chalk
Preparation:

• None
Directions:
1. Tell the children that they are going to learn about the ocean! Let
the children share any personal ocean experiences with the class.
2. Ask the children to name different animals that live in the sea.
Write the names of the animals on a sheet of chart paper. If the
children get stuck, you can add names to the list: seals, otters, ﬁsh,
whales, dolphins, walruses, crabs, lobsters, oysters, squid, shrimp
and sharks, for example.
3. Take the children outside to play a game called “Swim, Shark,
Swim”. This game is played like “Duck, Duck, Goose”. Have the
children sit in a circle in a large open area. Choose one child to be
the “diver”. This child will walk around the circle, tapping each of
the other children lightly on the head while naming different ocean
animals. For example, the child might say, “Sea otter, whale, ﬁsh,
oyster...” as he or she taps each child’s head. When the diver gets
to the person that he or she wants to tag, the diver calls out, “Swim,
shark, swim!” The chosen child chases the diver around the circle
back to his or her original seat. If the diver can sit down before being
tagged, the shark becomes the new diver. If the shark tags the diver,
the diver walks around the circle again. The game continues until all
of the children have had a turn.
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Ocean
Animals
Crabs
Whales
Fish
Otters
Sea horses
Lobsters
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Oceans: Week One
English

What Do You See?
Goals:

• Introduce ocean animals while strengthening English skills.
Materials:

• Underwater Journey page (p. 6), crayons, laminator or clear contact
paper, brads or stapler

Preparation:

• Make one copy of the Underwater Journey page for each child.
• Make an additional copy of the Underwater Journey page to use as
a book cover.

Directions:
1. Lead a discussion about things that can be seen in the ocean.
2. Take the class on an imaginary underwater ocean adventure.
Have the children close their eyes while you describe a dive into the
cold water. Have the children guess what animal or plant you are
describing. For example, you might say, “Look over there! Do you
see the huge creature? It is bigger than an elephant! It’s all grey and
it can spout water out of a hole in its head! What is it?” (The children
will guess that you are describing a whale.)
3. Give each child a copy of the Underwater Journey page.
4. Have the children draw their favourite ocean animals on the pages.
Then have the children complete the following sentence prompt:
“Diver, diver, what do you see? I see a ... looking at me!”
5. Gather the pages together to make a class book.
6. Read the book to the class, and store it in the classroom library
for the children to look at whenever they want.

Option:

• Show a video of underwater scenes to start this activity.
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